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SUMMARY

The Viterbi Algorithm (VA) is optimum in the sense of being maximum

likelihood for decoding codes with a trellis structure. However, since the VA

is in fact an exhaustive search of the code trellis, the complexity of the VA

grows exponentially with the constraint length u. This limits its application

to codes with small values of t,, and relatively modest coding gains. The M-

Algorithm (MA) is a limited search scheme which carries forward M paths in

the trellis, all of the same length. All successors of the M paths are extended

at the next trellis depth, and all but the best M of these are dropped. Since

a limited-search convolutional decoder will flounder indefinitely if one of the

paths in storage is not the correct one, the data are usually transmitted in

blocks. It has been shown that the performance of the MA approaches the
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VA at high signal to noise ratios (SNR's) with an M which is far less than

the 2 _ states in the full trellis[l]. Thus the MA can be used with larger

values of v, making larger coding gains possible at high SNR's. However,

it still requires a relatively large fixed computational effort to achieve good

performance.

Sequential Decoding (SD), on the other hand, can perform almost as well

as the VA or the MA with a much smaller average number of computations

per decoded branch C_v. Simulations show that C_ is usually less than

5 when the code rate R is less than the computational cutoff rate Ro of

the channel. However, the number of computations required to decode a

block is variable, which may cause an overflow of the input data buffer under

severe noise conditions. So, although C_v may be quite small, the number of

computations required to decode some blocks may be large enough to cause

a buffer overflow, which results in an erased block. However, if erasures can

be avoided, large values of v can be used and substantial coding gains can

be achieved with SD.

Asenstorfer and Miller[2] proposed a hybrid Viterbi/Sequential decoder

which called on the VA to decode particularly noisy blocks which may cause

buffer overflow. This method still requires relatively small values of v, how-

ever, since the VA must be used on some blocks. In this paper, we present

a scheme which combines SD and the MA. This allows us to use larger val-

ues of u and thus to achieve more coding gain. The proposed algorithm is

based on the conventional Fano algorithm (FA) and switches to the MA or

a bias-adjusted FA when neccessary. It is shown that when the bias in the

Fano metric is small enough, the FA only needs one computation to decode

a branch and still provides better performance than a random guess. This

property allows us to construct an algorithm which can guarantee erasurefree

decoding while maintaining good performance.

To describe the operation of the algorithm, assume the buffer can hold B

branches and is divided into three sections which have sizes of B1, B2, and

B3, respectively. Let L be the block length, v be the code constraint length,
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p be the decoder speed factor, j be the number of nonempty buffer sections,

and 7 be a parameter related to M. We define rd as the ratio of the number

of branches which have already been examined to the length of the block,

i.e.,

nd
,'d= (a)

L+u

where na is the length in branches from the initial node to the deepest node

examined. The algorithm operates as follows:

1. Let Cu,,, = (L + u)(# - 1). Begin decoding with the conventional FA.

2. As long as the number of computations C <_ CUm, continue using the

conventional FA. Otherwise go to step 3, 4, or 5 according to whether j=l,

2, or 3, respectively. If a terminal node is reached before C exceeds Cure, go

to 6.

3. Continue using the conventional FA. If a terminal node is reached

before j increases, go to 6. If j increases to 2, check if r4 >_ "/. If not, use the

MA until the block is decoded, and then go to 6. If yes, go to 4.

4. Continue using the conventional FA. If a terminal node is reached

before j increases, go to 6. If j increases to 3, go to 5.

5. Use the bias-adjusted FA until the block is decoded.

6. Go to 1 to start decoding the next block or wait for the next block to

be received.

The hardware complexity of the above scheme requires both an FA de-

coder and an MA decoder. Compared to the MA, the complexity of the FA

is negligible. So, the hardware complexity is essentially equal to the MA.

Since a small speed factor # can still guarantee very good performance, this

scheme is capable of operating at a much higher transmission rate than an

MA decoder alone. If the scheme is implemented with a single processor, the

advantage is obvious.

Simulations of this scheme and the MA alone with M = 32 have been

performed on a Sun 3/50 computer. Figure 1 shows the performance of the

scheme (referred to as the HMSA) with a rate 1/2 convolutional code of
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constraint length u = 12, L = 192 bits, # = 4, M = 32, 7 = 0.9, and of

the MA with the same code and M = 32. The performance of the VA with

a u = 7 code is also shown in Figure 1 for comparison. It is seen that this

scheme can perform better than either the VA or the MA with much less

computational effort.
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Fig. 1. BER as a function of SNR


